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PROGRAM NOTES 
by Steven Ledbetter 
GEORGE CRUMB: An Idyll for the Misbegotten 
George Crumb (b. 1929, Charleston, West Virginia) grew up in a musical 
family and learned from childhood to play the clarinet and piano. He took 
his undergraduate degree in composition at Mason College of Music and Fine 
Arts in his native Charleston, then went to the University of Illinois for his 
master's degree. In the summer of 1955 he was a composition fellow at the 
Tanglewood Music Center. Meanwhile he was working toward his D.M.A. at 
the University of Michigan, where he studied with Ross Lee Finney, who, 
aft~is father, became the strongest musical influence on him. He has been on 
thl __ ,ulty of the University of Pennsylvania since 1965. In addition to 
numerous grants and awards from the Koussevitzky Foundation, the 
Guggenheim Foundation, and the American Academy of Arts and Letters, he 
received the Pulitzer Prize in 1968 for Echoes of Time and the River. 
Crumb's early music grew out of short musical subjects in which timbre 
played as important a role as pitch and rhythm. His music has continually 
been marked by an extraordinarily refined ear for color and astonishing 
inventiveness in the creation of sounds, often using novel methods of tone 
production, occasionally with ampiification to pick up the delicate overtones 
that might be lost otherwise. Much of his music has been programmatic, often 
drawing on a zodiacal cycle or number symbolism or such quasi-dramatic 
elements as masked performers, to serve the cause of musical illustration with 
vivid sounds, ranging from the sweet and delicate to the threshold of pain . 
Many of Crumb's works make use of overtly theatrical elements: the players 
may need to wear masks, to move around on the platform in specifically 
defined ways, to interact with one another or with the audience the way an 
actor does, rather than to remain firmly fixed in a seat with their eyes on the 
printed part. Very often the dramatic element comes through the use of 
ritualistic gestures that suggest the operation of primordial myths. 
Sometimes the ritual elements act as a kind of political commentary. This is 
especially the case in Crumb's "environmentalist" score for the 1985 
composition An Idyll for the Misbegotten, for flute and three percussionists, 
sounds, from the composer's description of his ideal performance at a summer 
music festival: he would like the music to be heard "from afar, over a lake, on 
a ~nlit evening in August." The "misbegotten" of the title is us--homo 
sa1_ 1ts. As the composer has noted: 
"Mankind has become ever more 'illegitimate' in the natural world of 
plants and animals. The ancient sense of brotherhood with all life-forms (so 
poignantly expressed in the poetry of St. Francis of Assisi) has gradually and 
relentlessly eroded, and consequently we find ourselves monarchs of a dying 
world. We share the fervent hope that humankind will embrace anew 
nature's 'moral imperative'. " 
The score employs two of the most fundamental and ancient of instrument 
types: the flute--adapted by primitive humanity from the reeds growing by 
the side of a lake--and drums. The music aims to capture a mood of tension and 
mystery that breaks through the tranquillity of silence into a level of near 
hysteria. As is often the case in Crumb's music, there is a musica l quotation--
from Debussy's Syrinx--and a text to be spoken by the flutist (while still 
playing the instrument). In this case, it consists of a few lines from an eighth-
century Chinese poet: 'The moon goes down. There are shivering birds 
and withering grasses." 
NICHOLAS MAW: La Vita Nuova 
Nicholas Maw (b. Grantham, England, 1935; currently living in Washingt o._r 
D.C.) has composed voluptuous mu sie that does not tum its back on the 
traditions of the past, even when it projects the composer's own personal 
vision. Along with a body of passionate instrumental music (such as the 
remarkable Life Studies for 15 stringed instruments, or the extraordinary 90-
minute orchestral score Odyssey), he has produced a substantial body of music 
for voice, ranging from the song-cycle The Voice of Love for mezzo-soprano and 
piano to a three act opera, The Rising of the Moon, composed for 
Glyndebourne. la Vita Nuova was commissioned by the BBC for soprano 
Phyllis Bryn-Julson and the distinguished English chamber music group, the 
Nash Ensemble; they gave the first performance in London, at a Promenade 
concert on September 2, 1979, with Mark Elder conducting . 
The title comes from Dante, a kind of autobiographical account, mixing prose 
reminiscence with lyric poetry, of his love for Beatrice, a passionate, but 
elevated and refining love that could be seen as bringing renewal of life. (This 
renewal ultimately led Dante and Beatrice, in one of literature's supreme 
achievements, to the very empyrean of the Paradiso.) Maw has taken Dante's 
title as a metaphor for the refining power of love, filling out the idea with 
verse drawn from some three centuries of Italian lyric poetry (though, 
ironically, not using any of Dante's own poems). This theme is stated at the 
outset in the first lines of Cavalcanti's sonnet. 
In setting these five diverse reflections on love, Maw draws flexibly and 
cannily from a good four centuries of musical tradition. The sixteenth-century 
madrigalists enjoyed imitating the singing of the birds (as does Maw in No. 2) 
and the sudden cessation of their singing (No. 3). Maw's "madrigals" achi 
their effects by means of instrumental play, rather than the unaccompanie .._ _,. 
voices of the Renaissance form, but the approach is the same . Yet even as he 
revels in these "madrigalisms," Maw creates a sensuous score that shimmers 
with color, providing an elegant commentary on the rapturous melodic lines of 
the soloist, who offers the poet's words, enlivened by broad cantilena and lush 
instrumental support. The instrumentation may recall Schoenberg's chamber 
symphony, the broad melodies with their intricate scoring (and soprano voice) 
may recall Richard Strauss, and the very idea of a song cycle to texts drawn 
from various poets devoted to different aspects of a single subject may recall 
Benjamin Britten, but Nicholas Maw has made of this an elegant, touching 
work . 
JON DEAK: Lucy and the Count 
Jon Deak was born in Hammond, Indiana, on April 27, 1943. He grew up in an 
artistic environment--his father was a sculptor, his mother a painter . He 
himself has worked in sculpture . But music seized his attention; he studied 
double bass and composition at Oberlin, Juilliard, the Conservatory of Santa 
Cecilia in Rome, and the University of Illinois. The greatest influence on his 
- rk has come from Salvatore Martirano and John Cage and from the Soho 
'-., ..:tformance art movement of the late 1960s and early '70s. Since 1970, Deak 
himself has been a member of the double bass section of the New York 
Philharmonic . Spending much of his professional life as a performer, rather 
than as an academic, the more common role held by composers these days, has 
no doubt contributed to his interest in what is known as "performance art"--a 
creation that involves more than simply the notes on the page, that comes 
alive only in the person of the executants. 
Of course, all music is really a performance art; the printed score is not the 
work, but only a blueprint of it. But Jon Deak's Lucy and the Count is a 
performance score in a different sense; the work has a visual and theatrical 
element that transcends the customary relationship of pitch and rhythm . It is 
a kind of "story theater" in which the performers relate episodes from Bram 
Stoker's famous novel Dracula (who is, of course, the "Count" of the title; 
"Lucy" is his principal victim in the novel). 
On several occasions Deak has turned to an old story--whether folk tale or, 
as here, a work of literary fiction. Other examples in his output include The 
Ugly Duckling and The Bremen Town Musicians. These works, like Lucy and 
the Count, are based in part on a speech rhythm turned into music. The words 
of the tale are turned into music, which sometimes takes over the storytelling 
entirely and sometimes supplies the background to the declamation. The 
instrumentalists evoke words "woven into the music as a sound event." As the 
composer explained, he is sometimes "more concerned with that sound event 
than with the meaning of the words." 
Lucy and the Count was written in 1981 for the Apple Hill Chamber Players . 
·s 18-minute work calls for string quartet with the addition of a double bass, 
' _ ich plays the leading role. The text, adapted by the composer and Richard 
Hartshorne from Stoker's novel, is read before each of the three scenes; the 
second scene, in particular, employs Deak's technique of "instrumental speech ." 
Since its premiere, Lucy and the Count has become Jon Deak's most successful 
composition, having had in the last decade 500 or 600 performances "at least" 
in the composer's estimation. 
.. 
GYORGY LIGETI: Mysteries of the Macabre 
Gyorgy Ligeti was born in Dicsoszentmarton, Transylvania (Rurnania), on May 
28, 1923, and now lives in Vienna. He studied composition with leading 
composers in his ·native Hungary, starting with Ferenc Farkas at the Kolzsvar 
Conservatory in his late teens (1941-43) and Pal Kadosa in Budapest during 
the summers of those same years. After the end of the war he continued 
studying in Budapest, at the Academy of Music, with Farkas and Sandor 
Veress, graduating in 1949. Hungarian music was, at that time, largely cut off 
from the more advanced developments of western Europe. Ligeti was very 
interested in the latest musical techniques, but he found it difficult to learn 
about the newest music being composed elsewhere and deemed it prudent to 
suppress his own most advanced works. He pursued research in Romanian folk 
music, which strongly influenced the simpler pieces he did allow to be 
published in the early 1950s. He was appointed professor of harmony, 
counterpoint, and analysis at the Academy of Music in 1950, retaining that 
position until his decision to leave Hungary in 1956. 
Settling in Vienna, Ligeti rapidly formed ties with the leading avant-
garde composers, including Stockhausen, and worked for a time at the 
electronic studios of the West German Radio in Cologne, an experience that 
was surely to have an effect on the kind of music he soon began creating for 
traditional instruments, particularly on Atmospheres, a title that he had 
originally intended to give to an electronic work left unfinished. In 1960 the 
ISCM (International Society of Contemporary Music) held its quadrennial 
festival in Cologne, where Ligeti's Apparitions was performed, creating a 
sensation. Overnight he was catapulted into a position of leadership among 
contemporary composers. Since 1960, Ligeti has taught all over the world and 
has become one of the most honored composers of our day, culminating in the 
1986 Grawemeyer Award for Music Composition, a $150,000 prize endowed by a 
Louisville philanthropist, the largest such prize in the world. (He used the 
money to endow a foundation for the support of younger composers.) 
Contemporary composers today rarely reach an audience of millions, but Ligeti 
did-unwittingly, to be sure, and in a way he did not approve--when his music 
was used in the soundtrack of the film 2001: A Space Odyssey. 
In the early 1970s, Ligeti began to be involved in the planning of operas. He 
first intended a comic-strip version of Oedipus for the Swedish Royal Opera, 
at the invitation of Goeran Gentele, who was to be the librettist. Gentele's 
tragic early death put an end to the project. He then turned to a surrealist 
subject, Le Grande Macabre, based on Michel de Ghelderode's play I.a balade 
du Grande Macabre, for which he composed the music between December 1974 
and 1977. The opera's plot cannot possibly be condensed into a short paragrapn, ../ 
though Paul Griffiths' short description-in The New Grove Dictionary of 
Opera provides some inkling : "The plot is simple but all-encompassing, 
squaring the human compass from sex to politics, inebriation, and death .... " In 
the third scene of Act II, while the boy prince Go-Go is in charge of the 
.. 
the mythical Breughelland, the Chief of the Secret Police arrives with his 
agents to deliver a message. But it is in an undecipherable code, and sung with 
such spectacular vocal acrobatics (by a soprano, an unlikely vocal 
characterization for the Chief of Secret Police!) that the words could hardly 
have been understood anyway--which was presumably the point. 
Theater in general, and opera in particular, is a place where 
performance mishaps are bound to occur, given the complexity of the 
undertaking. While preparing a concert performance of the opera, conductor 
Elgar Howarth lost his soprano to illness. The part was so difficult and so new 
that finding a last-minute replacement would have been all but impossible . 
Since the words of the Chiefs rantings can scarcely be understood in any 
case, Howarth thought that perhaps the performance might be saved by 
assigning the part to a solo trumpet, and he hired for that purpose the well-
1 !fl virtuoso Hi'ikan Hardenberger. The success of this makeshift was such 
b,u. Howarth obtained Ligeti's approval for the creation of an ensemble 
version of the aria, to be performaned by either trumpet or soprano, as 
arranged by Howarth, and with the title Mysteries of the Macabre. This 
version had its first performance in Arhus, Denmark, on March 16, 1992. 
Howarth conducted the Arhus Sinfonietta, with Hardenberger as the soloist. 
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